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THE SOCIETY’S MOCK COURT PROGRAM RE-IMAGINED

For the past fifteen years, the Society has
offered Washington-area high school
students the opportunity to prepare and
present appellate-style oral arguments
before our federal judges, who volunteer
their time to provide this unique
opportunity for the students. Typically, the
students work with volunteer attorney
mentors in their schools in 4 to 5 in-
person class sessions prior to coming to
the Courthouse to present their
arguments and respond to the judges’
questions. 

COVID presents new challenges for the program, which the Society is planning to
meet by conducting its 2021 Mock Court program virtually. Prior to arguing before a
judge, students from five schools (Georgetown Day, Maret, School Without Walls,
Washington Latin, and H.D. Woodson) will work on line with mentors, who will increase
their understanding of the issues involved in a hypothetical First Amendment or Fourth
Amendment case, and help them develop their arguments.  On the day of the program,
all young advocates, their teachers and mentors will be welcomed by Chief Judge
Srinivasan in an on-line group session. Then, each participating judge will attend a
separate ZOOM session to hear arguments presented by the 10-15 student advocates
scheduled to argue before him or her. 

Following the student arguments and talks with the judges, everyone will  join a large
group session for the presentation of best advocacy awards and comments by Chief
Judge Beryl Howell.  Each student will be sent a certificate of participation.

The only thing missing from the re-imagined, virtual Mock Court Program will be the
traditional pizza lunch in the Courthouse Atrium.
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THE SOCIETY’S ORAL HISTORY ARCHIVE EXPANDS

Newly Released Oral Histories taken by Volunteer Attorneys
recruited and trained by the Historical Society

Robert P. Watkins

The path to a distinguished trial practice at Williams &
Connolly began for Robert Watkins in a housing project
in Roxbury, a segregated Boston neighborhood. 
Exceedingly diligent and talented, he progressed
through Harvard, the Army, Columbia Law, and a
clerkship with Judge William Bryant, to become an
Assistant U.S. Attorney and section head.  In his oral
history Watkins reminisces about his civil rights work in
Mississippi during the 1964 Freedom Summer, his work

in the Civil Rights Division enforcing voting rights in Alabama, his evaluations of judicial
nominations for the ABA, and, most of all, doing what he loved most – trying local and
major national cases for four decades, and working with his legendary partner Edward
Bennett Williams.  Read more about his extraordinary career in an article by James
McKeown, who also conducted the Watkins oral history.

Dwight Murray

One of the District’s premier trial attorneys, Dwight
Murray, credits his career path in large measure to his
decision to join the Marine Corps.  In his oral history, he
explains that after a tour of duty in Vietnam, service at
Marine headquarters in Quantico, graduation from
Georgetown University Law Center, and a clerkship with
Superior Court Judge and former Marine Tim Murphy,
he joined Carr, Jordan, Coyne & Savits, a litigation law
firm that also included a number of other former
Marines.  Murray’s oral history is summarized here by Washington attorney, Gene
Granof, who conducted the Murray oral history.

Oral Histories of Trailblazing Women added to the Society’s
Archive by Agreement with the Women Trailblazers Program of the
American Bar Association

Barbara Babcock

Stanford Law School’s first female professor,
Barbara Babcock, taught civil and criminal
procedure for decades. Earlier, she served as
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the first attorney in the newly organized Public
Defender Service in Washington, D.C.,having
helped draft the statute establishing that office.
Among interesting tales, Babcock’s oral history 
also describes her work heading the Civil
Division of the Department of Justice as
Assistant Attorney General during the Carter
Administration.

Jamie Gorelick

Jamie Gorelick’s storied legal career has
touched on numerous matters of national
prominence.  Most notably, she served as
Deputy Attorney General with Janet Reno in
the Department of Justice, as General Counsel
of the Department of Defense, and as a
member of the bipartisan 9/11 Commission. 
As an attorney in private practice, she has
represented clients ranging from Richard
Nixon to NASCAR to the Chicago and Baltimore police departments, to a Florida
parsley farmer.  Along the way, Gorelick worked to advance the interests of women
both in the legal field and in the broader society.  All this and more is recounted in her
oral history.

Marcia Greenberger

Would there be enough work for a lawyer who
focused full time on women’s rights?  So
wondered Marcia Greenberger when in the early
1970s, she became the first attorney in
Washington whose practice centered solely on
issues of gender equity.  By 1982, Greenberger
had founded the National Women’s Law Center,
which eventually came to employ scores of

lawyers and advocates responsible for attacking sex-based discrimination.  Meanwhile,
over the same period, the country had witnessed a revolution with respect to women’s
rights – led in large measure by Greenberger and her colleagues as recounted in her
oral history. 

Zona Hostetler

Few developments in modern legal practice have been
as transformative as the rise and impact of public
interest law.  And few public interest lawyers have
been as significant and influential as Zona Hostetler. 
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Her oral history details fascinating battles involving the
rights of migrant farm workers, African Americans,
LGBTQ individuals, and other minorities as well as
free speech advocates, the elderly, and antiwar
protesters, among others.  Hostetler was a pioneer in
helping to establish and run the Legal Services
Corporation and establishing and running the D.C. Bar
Foundation, which provides funding for legal aid
organizations serving the poor and disadvantaged. 

Patricia King

To use “public interest law in furtherance of social
justice ideas” – that is how Patricia King described
her calling and her career in her oral history.  King
has pursued her vision of social justice –
particularly with respect to racial and gender equity
– from her path-setting days at Harvard Law
School to her role in civil rights struggles (along
with her late husband, Roger Wilkins); to her

important high-level positions at the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and the Justice Department;  and,
finally, to her academic work at Georgetown University Law Center, where she became
the first tenured African American professor.

Judith Lichtman

Noted attorney and advocate Judith Lichtman
provides a bird’s-eye view of the decades-long
struggle for women’s rights in her compelling oral
history. Lichtman began her career as a civil rights
attorney in the South, but soon came to realize that
the principles underlying racial equality could also
serve to inform the struggle for gender equality.
Eventually she became Executive Director of the Women’s Legal Defense Fund, where
she played crucial roles in obtaining passage of the Family and Medical Leave Act and
the Pregnancy Discrimination Act, among other transformative federal statutes and
policies.

 

Lois Schiffer

Lois Schiffer held a number of top-level government
positions focused on protecting the environment.  In her
oral history, Schiffer recounts her early work on
environmental issues in the Justice Department during
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the Carter Administration.  She then returned to the
Department of Justice as head of the Environment and
Natural Resources Division during the Clinton
Administration.  A third stint in government saw her as
General Counsel of the National Capital Planning
Commission, followed, in 2010, as General Counsel of
NOAA, where she dealt with the disastrous BP oil spill in
the Gulf.  True to her professional calling, Schiffer has
made it a personal goal to hike in every one of the
country’s National Parks.

Linda Singer

In her oral history, Linda Singer, who may well be the
“George Washington” of the practice of mediation,
describes how, decades ago, she first applied the idea
of mediation to prisoners’ grievances about the
conditions of their confinement. Over the years,
mediation procedures have evolved to cover a wide
range of civil disputes – everything from employment
lawsuits to domestic disputes to civil rights controversies
to commercial claims. Indeed, in some jurisdictions,
mediation has become a mandatory part of the litigation process. Singer’s various
reflections on mediation - its growth and importance; its usefulness both to litigants and
to an overburdened court system; its rewards and challenges; and the skills needed to
help people bridge their differences - are an integral part of her oral history.

Marna Tucker

For many decades, Marna Tucker has been recognized
as one of the nation’s premier domestic relations
attorneys.  At the same time, she devoted countless
hours to volunteer and pro bono efforts in the legal
community, including service as President of both the
D.C. Bar and the ABA’s National Conference of Bar
Presidents.  In her oral history Tucker recounts her
fascinating career path – which included serving in the
Civil Rights Division of the Justice Department, working

at the Neighborhood Legal Services Project, and litigating sex discrimination cases, all
prior to starting her own law firm.

Articles About Two Oral Histories in the Society’s
Archive

Highlights of the storied careers of Bruce Terris, who
played a vital role leading the Department of Justice to
support  the one-man-one-vote principle in the Supreme
Court, and Daniel Armstrong, whose early career found
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him in the midst of the Watergate scandals, are revealed
in articles inspired by their oral histories.

VIDEOS OF THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY’S PROGRAMS

Beginning in 2004, the Historical
Society has held annual programs,
typically highlighting significant
issues and cases litigated in the
Courts of the D. C. Circuit. Many
programs included re-enactments
of arguments featuring the judges
and attorneys who were actively
involved in the cases. Other
Society programs explored trial
practice issues such as the use of

technology and closing arguments.

Most of the programs were videotaped and can be viewed in their entirety on the
Society’s website at www.dcchs.org. Click to view:

The Watergate Cover-Up Trial
Pentagon Papers – Did the Courts Get
it Right?

The Steel Seizure Case in Historical
Perspective

FOIA, National Security and the D.C.
Circuit

Technology in the Courtroom
FCC Indecency Cases in the D.C.
Circuit

Timeless Elements of Great Closing
Arguments

Review of Agency Rules in the D. C.
Circuit

Who Solved Watergate? D.C. Circuit in the McCarthy Era

Madness or Badness: Duran and the Insanity
Defense

Women in the Life and Law of the D.C.
Circuit Courts

Sixty Years after Bolling v. Sharpe
A Conversation on Judging – Then and
Now

Separation of Powers and the Independent
Counsel: Morrison v. Olson Revisited

In Re Judith Miller – National Security
and Reporters Privilege

From Goldwater to Zivotofsky
In the Case of Statutory Ambiguity,
Who Decides? Chevron Revisited
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SPOTLIGHT ON JUDY FEIGIN AND HER POST-CAREER CAREER

After taking six oral histories for the Society and being
well into her seventh, Judy Feigin has earned the title,
Oral Historian.  Lured to the Society’s oral history
program by the opportunity to pursue her love of history,
Judy began by interviewing attorneys who, like her, had
spent much of their careers in the Department of
Justice:  Morton Hollander, Robert Kopp, Alan
Rosenthal, and Harriet Shapiro.  She later interviewed
John Aldock, prosecutor and private practice litigator,
and Carl Stern, broadcast journalist. Now, she is
working with Seth Waxman, a former Solicitor General of the United States, on his
history.

What sparks her continuing involvement: meeting, working with, and getting to know
unusually interesting people, people who are “stars,”  and ensuring that their
achievements, passions, interests, and views are revealed and available to
researchers and scholars as well as to their children and grandchildren. She can also
put to good use the skills she acquired when writing a history of the Justice
Department’s efforts to find, denaturalize, and deport Nazi collaborators in the United
States.

Feigin claims she has received as much from her oral history pursuits as she has
given.  She has developed new friendships, has become a far better listener, has
learned many fascinating things, and derives professional satisfaction from her work.
Yet, the Society and judicial history are the true beneficiaries here.
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